The T.120 infrastructure includes the following standards and components:
• T.128 Multipoint application sharing Provides the ability to share multiple applications during a conference, for example, taking control of an application running on another PC.
• T.127 Multipoint binary file transfer protocol
This standard defines how files are transferred amongst conference participants.
• T.126 Multipoint still image and annotation protocol
A shared virtual whiteboard, which lets one collaborate with others in real time via graphic information.
• T.125 & T.122 Multipoint Communication Service (MCS)
T.122 defines the services while T.125 specifies the implementation protocol. The primary purpose of MCS is the coordination and prioritization of data among multiple conference participants.
• T.124 Generic Conference Control (GCC)
This protocol provides basic conference control services and features such as conference reservations.
• T.123 Network-specific data protocol stacks for multimedia conferencing The implementation of this layer is adapted to the capabilities of the underlying network transport such as ATM or IP. T.123 also provides error detection and correction support to T.120 communications.
• T.121 Generic application template
This standard provides a generic application template (GAT), which specifies a common set of guidelines for building application protocols. To ensure application consistency, T.121 is a required standard for products developed under T.120. There are a number of other H.323/T.120 implementations available on the market for the Windows platform, but Netmeeting is the only one that is free and comes with a SDK, so is the only one that is reviewed here.
H.323/T.120 Client Implementations

Netmeeting Pros:
• Free • free Software Developer Kit (SDK)
• Netmeeting has become the de-facto H.323/T.120 reference for interoperability.
Netmeeting Cons:
• Very limited and poor support for alternate codecs with H.323. The standard Netmeeting codecs are intended for low bandwidth usage. There is currently no practical way to use for example a MJPEG video codec (which would be ideal for use with GrangeNet, as it has a low latency and high quality image which requires high bandwidth).
For further information on the limited support for third-party codecs in Netmeeting, see: http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/enus/netmeet/nm3codec_1xk3.asp
• The Netmeeting COM API is difficult to use with languages other than C/C++, with the exception of NetMeeting ActiveX control, it is difficult to use the Netmeeting COM API with languages other than C/C++. In FilmEd we may write managed C++ classes to wrap the Netmeeting API, so that it can be called from C#.
The FilmEd application will probably use some of the T.120 components in the Netmeeting SDK to help implement the collaborative support in FilmEd. e.g. white board, chat, application sharing.
Descent playback of the MPEG-2 file being collaboratively annotated under FilmEd won't be possible using T.128 Netmeeting application sharing (the FPS is too low and there is no audio), so the MPEG-2 file will need to be decoded on the local PC. This could be achieved either by copying the MPEG-2 file locally before playback, or streaming perhaps using MPEG-2 RTP multicasting. Although MBone would be a better video conferencing solution for a high bandwidth environment like GrangeNet than NetMeeting (which only supports low bandwidth audio/video codecs), the lack of T.128 like application sharing program, means that in at least the short term, MBone won't be used in FilmEd to provide the collaborative middleware. The lack of a T.128 like application sharing feature and the requirement of Windows XP as the only supported platform probably means we won't use ConferenceXP in the short term. 
ConferenceXP
Alternate Groupware Technologies and Tools
Summary:
The tool assists in annotating MPEG files with MPEG-7 meta data (both video and audio. Each shot in the video sequence can be annotated with static scene descriptions, key object descriptions, event descriptions, and other lexicon sets. Audio segments can be delimited and described as well in IBM's Multimodal Annotation Tool (http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/multimodalannotation).
The annotated descriptions are stored as MPEG-7 descriptions in an XML file. The tool can also open MPEG-7 files in order to display the annotations for the corresponding MPEG file.
Implementation/Functionality/User Interface:
The VideoAnnEx annotation tool is divided into four graphical sections as illustrated in Figure 1 . On the upper right-hand corner of the tool is the Video Playback window with shot information. On the upper left-hand corner of the tool is the Shot Annotation with a key frame image display. On the bottom portion of the tool is two different Views Panel of the annotation preview. A fourth component, shown in Figure 2 , is the Region Annotation pop-up window for specifying annotated regions. These four sections provide interactivity to assist authors of the annotation tool.
The basic idea of the annotation process is to assign descriptions from the lexicon to the detected shots. Default, there are three types of lexicon as follows:
• Events -List the action events that can be used to annotate the shots.
• Static Scene -List the background static scenes that can be used to annotate the shots.
• Key Objects -List the significant objects that are present in the shots.
In each of the three lexicons, the descriptions are organized in a hierarchical tree structure, which can be customized changing the VideoAnnEx.lex.xml file before starting the application. There is also a Keywords box for customized annotations once the application is running. When the Region Annotation window pops up (Figure 2 ), the author is asked to provide a region on the image where the description appears by click-and-drag a rectangular bounding box around the area of interest.
For a complete description please refer to the user manual (http://www.research.ibm.com/VideoAnnEx/usermanual.html). MovieTool does the following:
Ricoh -MovieTool
• creates an MPEG-7 description by loading video data (MPEG-1).
• Automatic segmentation of video content using scene-change detection.
• provides visual clues to aid the user in creating the structure of the video.
• automatically reflects the structure in the MPEG-7 descriptions.
• visually shows the relationship between the structure and MPEG-7 descriptions.
• presents candidate tags to help choose appropriate MPEG-7 tags.
• checks the validation of the MPEG-7 descriptions in accordance with MPEG-7 schema.
• can describe all meta-data defined in MPEG-7.
• is able to reflect any future changes and extensions made to MPEG-7 schema.
Implementation/Functionality/User Interface:
Using MovieTool to create an MPEG-7 description involves the following steps:
• While viewing the video, create a hierarchical structure.
• Automatically generate the MPEG-7 description.
• Use the MPEG-7 editor to append descriptive information The Video Description Tool (VIDETO) enables video content providers to easily generate application specific video descriptions. VIDETO supports different data output formats but was specifically designed to facilitate the creation of MPEG-7 descriptions.
Implementation/Functionality/User Interface:
• Highly adaptable to different application scenarios and requested formats by using customization templates • Freely customizable description sets (description packages) used for the annotation process • Freely customizable output formats containing the description data • Automatic scene boundary detection and extraction of key frames with optional manual verification and correction • User-friendly interface for video annotation supporting an easy review of videos or video segments illustrates the position and duration of the whole video and it's segments that have been automatically detected. The segments are represented as keyframes in the right window. The segments as well as the whole video can be described using the Properties window in the bottom left corner, which is dynamically created and can be customized using VIDETO's Description Template, which is based on the Description Template Scheme (Figure 5 ).
Figure 5: VidetoDescriptionTemplate (screenshot XMLSpy)
The following example code shows some pieces of the defined SegmentDescription element, Figure 6 the corresponding Properties window to annotate the segments.
<SegmentDescription name="SegmentDescription" xsi:type="DescriptionContainerType"> <DescriptionElement name="Title" id="_seg_title" xsi:type="DescriptionElementType"/> <DescriptionElement name="FreetextAnnotation" id="freetextanno" xsi:type="DescriptionElementType"/> <DescriptionElement name="StartFrame" id="_seg_startframe" xsi:type="DescriptionElementType"/> <DescriptionElement name="EndFrame" id="_seg_endframe" Furthermore a plug-in for XSL Stylesheets is provided so that the description can be exported into MPEG-7 or any other format based on the rules defined.
COALA -LogCreator
URL:
http://coala.epfl.ch/demos/demosFrameset.html Status: ongoing research project LogCreator is a web-based application for semi-automatic indexing of audio-visual TV news content (MPEG-1), based on an a-priori automatic detection of shots. The user is provided with a predefined video description schema (the TVN Schema, a subset of MPEG-7 specialized for TV news), which allows the segmentation of the hierarchical structure of TV News content within the document and shot level, e.g.
• News Programs, Figure 7 shows the list of shots (upper left) after the automatic shot detection algorithm has been applied to the video file of a news program. The user can highlight a range of shots and group them to a Subject by using the tool in the Creator Menu (upper right corner). The new Subject is then added to the "Explorer" (right, white window). In the bottom there is a list of Subjects represented by their keyframe.
Figure 8: Segmentation of a Subject into Presentations, Reports and Interviews
The user can further breakdown the Subjects into Presentation, Report or Interview segments in the same manner as before (see Figure 8 ). The structure of the hierarchical segmentation of a news program and its subjects is defined in the TVN Schema mentioned above.
Figure 9: Annotation of a Scene
Once the segmentation of the news program is completed, the user can change to the annotation interface ( Figure 9 ). Using the "Explorer" on the right and the segment list on the bottom the user can quickly navigate to the desired segment of any level and annotate it.
Laterna Magica
URL: http://www.lanternamagica.com/products.htm Status: Lanterna Magica's Diggor, Indexor and Caption Loader will be available for download as demos in the first quarter of 2003.
Producer: "Use the transcript as a base index, and add descriptions of the visuals, music score, camera movements… You can use different list of "descriptors" for different types of productions. For instance, a wildlife documentary may use the "animal" descriptor (animal = lion, animal = zebra) while a production on the collection of a museum would more appropriately use descriptors such as "Artist Name" and "Work Tile" etc. Indexor does not impose indexing schemes… but its unique descriptor/attribute approach provide much better results than any other search engines."
Indexor -manual indexing:
"Indexor is a manual indexing software with smart interface support. Indexor allows the user to split the footage into segments of arbitrary lengths. Segments can be described with keywords or, for increased precision, keyword-pairs such as "Actor" -"Greta Garbo". Segments can also be described with thumbnail images within which areas of interest can be pin-pointed.
Smart interface support includes keyword completion, keyword templates as well as a timeline view consisting of tracks that group similar concepts, such as music, sound-effects, etc thus allowing to avoid repeating descriptions." 
Wizard -MAVIS
URL:
http://www.wizardis.com.au/general/products/mavis/index.html Status: ongoing project in partnership with Screensound Australia MAVIS allows digital objects -both "born digital" and digital material derived from analogue material -to be fully accessioned at the intellectual and technical level. This provides a fully integrated solution for collections that contain both types of material. Digital content is available for viewing at the desktop.
MAVIS is currently being extended to include:
• the ability to automatically capture the metadata generated during the production process and the storage of meta-data maintaining links into timebased (SMPTE codes, etc) and space based (size, resolution, format) information; • integration with digitizing equipment and digital audio workstations;
• integration with MPEG editing and analysis;
• integration with mass digital storage systems.
Current features:
• Window Views (Allows alternative views of windows) • User Preferences (Ability to customize in order to support rapid data entry) • Cloning (New records created by copying existing records, e.g. episodes in a series) • Import/Export (XML files containing valid tags and structure can be converted into MAVIS records, allowing data to be imported from other (disparate) systems and databases.) • Vocabulary Control (Ensures standardized cataloguing, using controlled vocabularies for indexing its titles (Subject, Class, Genre) and describing physical items) • Security (Database privileges tailored to user needs) • Data Exception Reports (alert collection managers to missing or wrongly filed collection material) • Multilingual Support (allowing all users at one site to use the same version of MAVIS but in different languages) • Segmenting a Title (e.g. music tracks or events of news bulletin; down to shot-list level) • Free text and term based retrieval
SingingFish
URL:
http://www.singingfish.com/products.html Status: current media search technology provider for EMUSIC, MSNBC, … "We create a record of streams located, add to it data we extract from the streams, and annotate these records with additional data. Additional stream records are fed directly to us by content producers. Streams are then classified for easy retrieval."
Metadata Feed "Our highly automated systems don't simply locate streams; they extract the internal metadata, and then add more metadata for indexing." Enables search of streams by categories, quality, format, audio/video content, length. • In the distributed environment of DVER, video editing is a service offered on the net, but today's video editing systems do not seem to respond to a clientserver paradigm.
Distributed Video Production (DVP) project
• In a distributed video editing scenery, the editing system must necessarily be multi-user. But unfortunately today's editing systems are not multi-user.
• Finally the editing systems that we have so far analyzed do not feature programmable APIs.
What arises from our analysis is basically the absence of a possibility to integrate today's video editing systems in a distributed environment, but also an encouraging interest revealed by the manufacturers towards DVER related topics. The video editing products seem to be evolving towards a more integrated and distributed working environment.
Video Archival (Annotation)
The catalog server automatically fetches the low bit-rate version of each new clip in the video archive and preprocesses it, in order to extract metadata. First, a video clip is decomposed into smaller segments, by detecting the transition between shots and by analyzing motion properties. For each shot, still images (keyframes) are extracted for display purposes, and to enable automatic image indexing using a wavelet approach. Camera and camera lens motion (pan, tilt, zoom, stationary) properties are then computed from the motion vectors. These preprocessing steps are performed on the low bit-rate stream (MPEG-1), without decompression.
The archival tool allows the documentalist to visualize/edit the results of the clip preprocessing algorithm, and to enter additional textual annotation. 
Summary
The most interesting Video Annotation Tools for the filmEd project to consider are:
For an overview of the functionalities of these tools please refer to the comparison table in Annex A.
The advantages of IBM's MPEG-7 Annotation Tool are the support of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 files (although the MPEG-2 support has some bugs) and to provide Region Annotation. None of the other prototypes provide these features. Additionally it comes with a shot detection algorithm, a simple to use UI and a customisable lexicon.
However, the UI is restricted to the size and aspect ratio of the video, which means that if a video has a different format than the tool is optimised for the UI is pretty much destroyed. The lexicon is restricted to only three categories (default: event, static scene and key objects), but since it is possible to add free text keywords this is not much of an issue. As users start to develop their domain-specific lexicons an important resource for describing video content will be created.
Another disadvantage is the lack of an existing, multi-level, hierarchical segmentation of the video.
Rocoh's MovieTool on the other hand, allows almost any kind of hierarchical segmentation within its timeline-based representation of the video. The automatic shot boundary detection that comes with it seems to be more advanced as it includes the possibility to change threshold settings. Unfortunately a fair performance testing of the different shot detection algorithms could not be made yet within this review as all tools support different video formats.
The MovieTool is the most mature and complete prototype, but in my opinion lacks of two important things that make it very hard to use: a complicated user-interface and very MPEG-7 specific way to implement the actual annotation interface. The user basically has to have a good knowledge of the large and complex XML Schema definition of MPEG-7 to be able to browse through the MPEG-7 Editor.
In contrast, VIDETO hides the complexity of MPEG-7 in a clever way, basing the description properties on a simple description template, which can then be mapped to MPEG-7 using XSLT. Again, domain specific description templates might arise from this approach together with their corresponding XSLT mappings. The resulting flexibility, customisability and user-friendliness of this approach are VIDETO's biggest advantages.
VIDETO is currently at a very early development stage. The developers are thinking about adding hierarchical segmentation to VIDETO in the near future, therefore this shortcoming should become obsolete soon.
The LogCreator of the COALA project is the only web-based tool to allow video annotations. It offers automatic shot detection and a good interface for hierarchical segmentation of videos that can be uploaded to the server. LogCreator is a domainspecific tool, therefore the interface can only be used for TV news documents with a predefined structure. The descriptors that are used to annotate the different video segments are predefined as well.
As it is web-based though, it goes hand in hand with a search interface that allows to retrieve parts of TV news broadcasts that have been annotated before. Interactive presentation software suite features new conferencing and enhanced presentation tools for use with StarBoard interactive products.
Collaborative Video Discussion
ShareWizard Conference
ShareWizard Conference provides the tools to share screen images and data among different locations, and to annotate collaboratively on those images, making it a great tool for remote conferencing. One click on the floating ShareWizard Conference toolbar starts a remote conference. The easy-to-use interface is similar to that of the ShareWizard Pen bundled in the StarBoard software suite, see: http://www.hitachisofteu.com/en/starboard/download/picts/ShareWizardPenConference2-3UserGuide.pdf.
Video Pen
Video Pen allows users to control and annotate over video media files, and contains Play, Forward, Reverse and Still Frame controls. Presenters can annotate over still frames with a special set of drawing tools. Annotated video frames can be saved in a variety of image file formats. Streaming video on the World Wide Web is being widely deployed, and workplace training and distance education are key applications. The ability to annotate video on the Web can provide significant added value in these and other areas. Written and spoken annotations can provide "in context" personal notes and can enable asynchronous collaboration among groups of users. With annotations, users are no longer limited to viewing content passively on the web, but are free to add and share commentary and links, thus transforming the web into an interactive medium. We discuss design considerations in constructing a collaborative video annotation system, and we introduce our prototype, called MRAS. We present preliminary data on the use of Web-based annotations for personal note-taking and for sharing notes in a distance education scenario. Users showed a strong preference for MRAS over pen-and-paper for taking notes, despite taking longer to do so. They also indicated that they would make more comments and questions with MRAS than in a "live" situation, and that sharing added substantial value. http://www.research.microsoft.com/coet/ http://www.research.microsoft.com/research/coet/DTVI/CSCW2000/paper.pdf http://www.research.microsoft.com/research/coet/DTVI/CSCW2000/paper.doc Status: CSCW 2000
Collaborative video viewing (CVV), enabling people in different locations to watch and discuss pre-recorded videos, extended tutored video instruction.
"We want the video to stream independently to each students' media player and be decoded and rendered there, but we want to have the VCR control UI of the media player to work via NetMeeting's application sharing. To implement this solution, we needed to combine the functionality of the Windows Media Player and NetMeeting. We did this in a way such that third parties outside of Microsoft can achieve the same results."
Design specifications of filmEd
The first version of the filmEd application should be/have the following:
• Windows application • MPEG-2 support • Emphasis on functionality to later test it in collaborative environment Functionalities:
• Controller and segmentation tools to play, stop, seek and manually set shot boundaries and keyframes • Browsing interface to browse and create the hierarchical structure of the video • Properties window showing the information/description of the video, scenes, shots and annotations based on description template • Annotator tool to draw annotations onto a frame-image
Video Controller
The Video Controller enables the user to quickly find a specific position or frame of the video and label it as the start, end or key frame of a shot.
Functionality (Figure 14):
• "Seek", to go to a specific position of the whole video • "Play", "Pause" and "Stop", the standard control buttons • "Seek Shot", to seek to a specific frame within the current shot • "Seek Video", to seek a specific frame within the video. "Seek Video" also includes visual indicators of the start and end position of the current shot • "minus 1 Frame" and "plus 1 Frame" to go to the previous or next frame • "minus 30 Frames" and "plus 30 Frames" • "S", "K" and "E" to label the current position as the start, end or key frame of a shot.
• "C", to cut or split the current shot into two separate shots 
Video Browser
The Video Browser enables the user to create a hierarchical structure of the segments into the following levels and components:
• Entire film or video 
Functionality:
• Left frame shows a tree view of the hierarchy • Right frame shows a list of the sub-segments contained in the selected segment as a keyframe based representation • "Create scene" groups selected segments to a scene • "Create shots" groups selected segments to a shot • "Create keyframe" labels a selected frame as the keyframe of the segment • "Create annotations" adds annotations to the selected frame 
Annotator
Simple "Paint" program or tools to draw annotations onto a frame image.
Ideas:
• Provide only 4 colours (red, green, blue, yellow) and store annotations based on them
Properties (see VIDETO)
The Properties Window displays all the descriptive information of the selected segment and allows the user to change or add descriptions. The properties are dynamically created based on the application profile that allows users to customize it. 
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